
So far this year, our client’s equity performance has been very strong and generally better than 
the overall market. The best performers have been in companies with a strong competitive 
advantage and leaders in their industry. Top winners this year to date include Moderna, 
Generac, Nucor, Nvidia and Goldman Sachs - all leaders in their segments. Detractors of 
performance have generally been value stocks selling at cheap ratios to earnings but lack 
dominate competitive positions. For example, positions in Teladoc, Newmont, AbbVie, 
and Visa have underperformed as their competitive position has weakened versus new 
competition. Thus, we have reduced or cut these holdings. The lesson is that cheap is not 
always better and more profitable. 

After months of consecutive monthly gains, September has been a rough month with gold, 
commodities and stocks all declining so far. Historically, September is the worst month for 
stocks. The best rational explanation is that summer fun is ending, although more fundamental 
issues historically seem to occur. Despite a down month of September as of this writing, 
portfolios are up for the quarter, padding to the solid gains for the year. Growth stocks have 
regained the leadership role mid-year as the Delta variant slowed the economic recovery.  
More recently, this trend has reversed, however. 

There are several tangible factors investors are 
digesting. The Covid-19 pandemic continues to disrupt 
the global economy. The Delta variant has taken the 
virus to a more serious level as the unvaccinated are 
among the majority of cases. Younger persons are 
now getting sick, which creates new challenges for 
businesses that require close contact with customers 
or co-workers. The worker shortage is pushing wages 
higher and forcing the adoption of new technologies; 
both are good things longer term. However, long- 
term economic growth is at risk due to the number 
of working persons. Over two million persons have 
retired recently. Childcare and parent care challenges 
hopefully will be easing with most schools operating 
in person. Enhanced unemployment benefits have run 
out as of this month. Higher vaccinations rates will also 
make employees feel safe about returning to workplace 
settings. Recently, FedEx and Nike announced weak 
earnings forecasts due to labor and other Covid-19 
related disruptions. 
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Retail sales have been strong, but many goods are sourced from foreign suppliers. The increased demand on the 
foreign supply chain from high-level semiconductors to shower curtains, combined with the Covid-19 monkey wrench, 
is creating havoc. Many foreign countries lack adequate supplies of vaccines, so when an outbreak occurs in a 
manufacturing facility, often the facility is closed. Newmont Mining has experienced this situation in their gold mines. 
Further, the volume of shipping has increased significantly creating logjams at the major ports. Now, ships are waiting 
seven days for a dock to unload goods at the Los Angeles port. With container ships sitting idle, the cost to ship 
goods is rising sharply. With higher vaccination of the work force and moderation of retail purchases, the supply chain 
disruptions will smooth out over the next year.

Retail sales very strong, but maybe too strong?
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Federal Reserve hints monetary stimulus  
is ending soon.
With the migration of the virus in the U.S. from a 
pandemic to largely an epidemic of the unvaccinated, 
the Federal Reserve is positioning investors for the 
reduction of bond purchases that were instituted last 
year during the height of the financial market fallout. 
With the worst of the pandemic behind us, hopefully, the 
emergency measures can be slowly reduced. What this 
means in simple terms is that there will be fewer buyers 
of high-grade bonds. The risk is that interest rates could 
materially rise. Also, the Federal Reserve may consider 
raising short-term interest rates to slow the economy 
from running too fast. Given the huge hole in the labor 
market and the risk of “tanking” the economy, expect 
the rise of interest rates to be a very gradual process. It’s 
possible that increases are in 1/8 of percent increments 
rather than 1/4 the traditional changes.

The low interest rate environment has been a major 
factor in the economic recovery and the appreciation 
of stocks and bonds. Residual economic impact to all 
aspects of the economy is not to be understated. The 
“trickle down economy” does exist. For example, the 
excessive construction activities in Naples, Florida would 
not be occurring if interest rates were 3.9%, as opposed 
to the 1.4% on the 10-year Treasury bond.

Despite concerns over inflation, hopefully the Federal 
Reserve will be deliberate in their policy changes. The 
recent acceleration of inflation is a largely due to supply 

shortages due to Covid-19. Raising interest rates will 
not help Covid-19 induced inflation. Despite the Delta 
variant disrupting commerce, education/schools, and 
social engagement, the economy continues to recover.

Economy and corporate earnings expected to grow 
at a more moderate pace.
Bloomberg’s poll of economists projected Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) growth of 5.9% for the entire 
year of 2021, compared to a drop of 3.4% last year. This 
is compared to more moderate gains of 4.2% for year 
2022. Following a similar trend, inflation as measured 
by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is expected to rise 
4.3% this year and slowing to 3% next year. In 2023, the 
economy will have hopefully rid itself of the impact of 
COVID. A sustained growth rate of 2% to 2.5% would be 
based on a contribution of population growth of 1/2% 
and productivity improvement of 2% continuing in years 
past 2022. 

Corporate earnings have rebounded from the depths 
of last year and many firms are producing sales and 
profits above 2019 levels. Recently, many companies 
commented on earnings growth relative to 2019, the 
last pre-Covid-19 year. About 75% of the S&P500 
companies have surpass this benchmark. One of 
the key factors driving the stock market is expected 
corporate earnings growth. For 2021, consensus 
estimates from Bloomberg are for composition 
earnings per share of $202 for the S&P500. Growth 
this year over the Covid-19 depressed 2020 is 
projected to be 39% and 13% over pre-Covid-19 2019.  

Chart Courtesy of Argus Research, 9/24/2021

Continued on page 4
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Growth is expected to moderate to 8% next year as 
consensus earnings per share estimates are projected 
at $220. Changes to the future earnings estimates will 
be very important as investors tend to favor better 
than projected results. Business executives know what 
investors want, so they tend to underpromise future 
results so expectations will be easier to exceed with 
actual results. In the 3rd quarter earnings reports and 
guidance for the 4th quarter, we generally expect strong 
sales, but profit margins will be the key issue to focus 
on. Investors will favor the companies that can maintain 
profit margins and will punish companies stock prices 
that have lower margins. 
 
China back to being communist.
The impact of China on the U.S. economy and  
general relations has taken a downward turn. China  
has shifted from a hybrid-Communism country to  
now re-enforcing its traditional Communist control. 
Successful businesspersons and entertainers in China  
are “disappearing” and returning to a much lower 
profile. Interestingly, the production of Tesla EVs in 
China has shifted from domestic sales to exports. 
The future of China is becoming a bigger question, 
especially if they start to invade Taiwan which they 
believe is a Chinese territory.

Time to take digital currencies seriously.
Another emerging trend is how digital currencies and 
most notably, Bitcoin, are becoming more legitimate. 
Years ago, digital currencies were laughed at by banking 
leaders. Today, the financial market participants are 
wondering what role will digital currencies play? The 
underlying blockchain technology appears to offer 
many efficiencies to the financial system. There are 
many questions how to regulate them? This is an 
issue that the SEC Commissioner Gary Gensler is 
evaluating. Mr. Gensler previously taught blockchain 
and digital currencies at MIT prior to appointment as 
SEC Commissioner, and is thus well qualified to address 
the future of digital currency regulation. Most client 
accounts have a very small position in Coinbase, the 
leading brokerage firm to the digital currency trading. 

Billionaire space cadets.
The strong financial markets over the past decade have 
made a lot of billionaires. A number have invested a 
portion of their wealth back into ventures whose profits 
will be measured by advancing society, not in accounting 
profits. Space travel, formerly a government investment, 
has caught the eye of Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and Sir 
Richard Branson. Recently SpaceX, Elon Musk’s other 
company, completed a 3-day space mission and help 
raise $200 million for St. Jude Medical Center. Musk is 
believed to have contributed $50 million.

n Portfolio Opportunities  
    and Challenges
The evaluation of the financial markets begins with the 
macro evaluation of currencies, commodities, bonds 
and stocks. The U.S. dollar has been inching higher 
by about 4% for the year. Shortages and supply chain 
disruptions have propelled the GSCI commodity index 
up over 30% so far in 2021. We would expect to see the 
price appreciation of commodities to moderate as new 
supplies are brought to the respective markets. 

Specific to the oil market, the number of operating 
oil rigs has increased by 109% to 669 in the U.S. 
Interestingly, a year ago the oil markets were 
oversupplied, and tankers were used as storage tanks. 
Longer term, the demand for oil will begin in a secular 
decline as soon as electric vehicles (EV) and hydrogen 
commence mass-market adoption. 

The Lucid Air, a new EV sedan, begins delivery soon 
with an EPA estimated mileage range over 500 miles, 
per charge. This would be the longest-range vehicle. 
Consumers are being offered excellent EV products 
now, and many more new products are in the pipeline 
for 2022 and 2023. Keys for EVs growing their 
market share will be battery range, ease in charging 
away from home, vehicle performance, advanced 
technologies including autopilot, and the lack of 
required maintenance. EVs are obviously have 
significantly lower environmental impact than the 
internal combustion engine, but for EVs to declare 
victory, they will need win on the basis of superior 
performance. Given the innovation and capital flowing 
into the EV sector, our bet is on them longer term.
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Switching focus to the bond market, following our theme of supply and demand, we expect the issuance of bonds to 
moderate and demand to remain similar to current trends. The largest issuer of bonds, the U.S. Treasury, is expected to 
reduce borrowing needs as emergent pandemic expenditures have declined and tax receipts are increasing. However, 
demand may subside as the Federal Reserve most likely will begin to curtail its bond purchases in November and 
complete their “taper” by mid-year 2022. Private and global investors are expected to have a strong appetite for U.S. 
treasury bonds, especially if long-term yields creep up towards 2%. 

10-Year U.S. Treasury Bond Yield, trending sharply higher from low levels

GSCI Commodity Index - From too much supply to not enough

 For client accounts, we continue to focus on a core of high-quality bonds in a laddered maturities with preferred stocks 
and floating rate securities for yield enhancement. 

Continued on page 6
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Stock market risks being fueled by too many IPOs.
Moving to the stock market, after eight months of 
steady gains, September is behaving like September. 
It is historically the worst month of the year. Until 
corporate earnings begin to be reported in mid-
October, the news will have a negative bias, including 
Delta variant impact on the economy and declining 
investor confidence. Also, IPOs (Initial Public Offerings) 
are bringing many new companies public. The IPO 
calendar has many deals coming to market including 
Reddit, Riven, and Warby Parker to name just a few. The 
problem with IPOs is that they pull capital from existing 
equity positions and dilute the equity market with too 
much supply. In simple terms, assuming the demand for 
stocks is held constant, the increase in supply of new 
IPOs, price goes down.
 
By mid-October, corporate earnings will be released 
which could restore damaged confidence. Also, with 
about $4.5 trillion in money market funds and corporate 
stock buyback programs, investors are waiting for an 
opportunity to buy. Thus, it is possible that any material 
decline will attract capital that is sitting currently on the 
sidelines. 

Our overall equity strategy is tilted towards growth 
stocks, but has a number of economically sensitive 
positions as well. Recently, equity markets have been 
choppy and reliable trends are not emerging. From 
day-to-day, the best and worst performers often rotate 
positions. With the macro-economic issues changing, it 
may be a little while before a dominant trend appears. 

One of the intriguing aspects of the investment 
management business is the challenge to think of where 
the financial markets are going next. Specific to the 
strategies for client equity portfolios we are looking 
at a number of long-term growth opportunities of 
well-established technology companies. Technology 
continues to be the most fruitful field with Microsoft, 
Nvidia, Apple, and Garmin carrying significant holdings. 
There are several industrial companies we hold with 
an element of innovation. ABB Ltd. is busy upgrading 
the electrical networks globally. Carrier is taking to 
conditioning to a higher level by addressing the need 
for cleaning and cooling air. Generac is taking their 
leading position in back-up power to the renewable 
energy industry. We have reduced our holdings in the 
two steel stocks, Nucor and Schnitzer, not because 
their business is weak, but their stock prices have 
underperformed as investors have moved portfolios 
away from cyclical sectors. Both companies have been 
upgrading their product offering while reducing their 
greenhouse emissions. The health care segment has 
been a mixed bag. Moderna and Thermo Fisher have 
performed exceptionally well as they are both the key 
to solving the pandemic. On the weak side, Johnson & 
Johnson and AbbVie stocks have underperformed as 
the growing concern of Medicare actively negotiating 
drug prices lower combined with an unexciting pipeline 
of new drugs. Both positions have been decreased but 
still offer potential and attractive dividend yields.

S&P500 Index – a rough September, but less than 5% from all-time highs
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Moderna is more than a Covid vaccine. Slide 13 from the Moderna R & D Presentation, 9/9/2021

 

Jumping to the finance sector, the big banks have diversified their business lines to minimize exposure to interest rates 
and increased exposure to fee income that is more consistent. Royal Bank of Canada, Goldman Sachs, and JP Morgan 
all reported solid 2nd quarter financial results and provided good future guidance for the next quarter. We like this trio 
of holdings just in case interest rates materially rise. Royal Bank of Canada is our favorite with a dividend yield of 3.5% 
and an AA-credit rating. 

In the energy sector, our focus is on natural gas, often viewed as the transition from fossil fuel to future energy sources. 
Oneok is one of the largest pipelines in the U.S. and active in capturing methane gas that otherwise would be flared. 
National Fuel Gas is a driller and distributor of natural gas. Natural gas-powered utilities are often paired with 
renewable power sources. Also, natural gas is replacing coal as a utility fuel source. 

To sum up our equity outlook, we see the potential for additional gains in the historically strong 4th quarter. The bank 
stocks may be the leaders as the potential for higher interest rates attracts investor demand. Also, we are researching 
new opportunities to make a few portfolio upgrades. 

Data Tidbits
 • 99% of the National Hockey League   
  players are vaccinated

 • 97% of United Airlines workers are   
  vaccinated
 
 • 93.7 of the National Football League   
  players are vaccinated

 • 19.7% year-over-year increase in home   
  prices, according to the Case-Shiller  
  Housing Index
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We believe that including environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) factors into our traditional 
fundamental and technical research process gives us 
a competitive advantage. Every quarter, we conduct a 
detailed analysis of our core equity holdings which is an 
analysis of a company’s earnings growth and financial 
strength. Our firm believes that the ESG attributes of a 
company influences investors and gives them a positive 
psychological impression of the company’s product and 
services, which impact financial results and stock price. 

While it’s fun to look at growth potential, ESG provides 
a helpful eye in avoiding risks. For example, BP’s many 
environmental failures were disclosed in their financial 
statements prior to the Horizon Gulf of Mexico disaster, 
a sign of lax appreciation for regulation and safety. 
Another fully disclosed governance risk was Aubrey 
McClendon’s, CEO of Chesapeake Energy, personal 
ownership of natural gas wells of the same exact wells 
the company owned, an obvious conflict of interest. 
The company declared bankruptcy in 2016. McClendon 
was charged with financial irregularities, but took his life 
before he turned himself into the authorities. 

Grading companies on an ESG basis is an art, more 
than a science. There are several well-respected rating 
agencies. The challenge is that each agency weighs 
ESG factors differently, so the user of the data needs 
to be aware of their tendencies. Further, ESG grading 
favors the big companies with large investor relations 
departments to provide the rating agencies with the 
data needed to grade them. Smaller companies lack the 
personnel to carry out this task, thus often receive low 
or no ratings. We view this as an opportunity to find the 
future ESG leaders that have not been discovered. Trex 
and Garmin are two examples of the bias of overlooking 
smaller companies with core ESG values. 

On the early days of ESG investing, portfolio managers 
would exclude companies in certain industries or with 
sales of certain products. In the wake of the Vietnam 
War, weapons and chemical companies were often in 

n ESG Investing: It’s About Making Money and Reducing Risk; 
    It’s Not About Making Friends

this category of exclusion. Today, most ESG analysts look 
at the weight of all evidence into making a judgement. 
Our approach has only a few industries that are “no 
touch.” Companies that generate a majority of their 
sales from tobacco, gaming, or gun sales are difficult to 
make through our research process. Also, companies 
that lack gender and cultural diversity within their senior 
management and/or the board of directors are not likely 
to held in client accounts. We view the lack of diversity 
as a sign the company may also lack innovation. 

Our ultimate ESG decision to include or exclude 
company in client portfolios, in addition to our 
traditional financial analysis, is the value of the product 
or services to society with companies like Moderna, 
Thermo Fisher, and Tesla, their contributions to a better 
society are obvious. Banks and other service providers 
need to show their value by contributing to society via 
support of other factors such as diversity, employee 
continuing education and advancement, or community 
support. Nucor, Columbia Sportswear, and Ulta 
Beauty score well in the “social” aspects of ESG. 

With respect to clients’ portfolios, we apply our 
ESG research on our core equity holdings and most 
corporate bonds. Municipal bonds are more challenging 
to invest in than “Green Bonds,” due to the lack of 
supply; however, we do avoid tobacco bonds. Shifting 
our focus to mutual funds, our equity mutual funds are 
limited but we favor ESG funds where possible. There 
are a few ESG fixed income funds that match our client’s 
investment needs.

In summary, we believe that incorporating ESG factors 
into our overall investment research process aids in 
reducing risks while gravitating our holdings towards 
those sectors with superior long-term growth potential 
associated with addressing societal challenges. Also, we 
believe that investors are willing to pay higher prices 
for companies with quality reputations, thus leading to 
higher investment returns.
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Clients who own retirement accounts (Individual Retirement Accounts, 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans, etc.) should review 
their designated beneficiaries. The main reason is to make sure the IRS loses out, especially due to the changes under 
the SECURE Act. For this reason, it may be time to re-evaluate who receives money under your estate, whether it is from 
your retirement account(s), taxable accounts, and/or life insurance to make sure you decrease the amount of money 
going to the IRS and increase the amount of money going to your heirs. 

There are several things consider when it comes to selecting a beneficiary under your retirement account. First, your 
IRA passes outside of your will and distributes to the beneficiary(ies) you have named on the IRA custodian’s beneficiary 
form. Therefore, if you do not complete a beneficiary form, then it is highly likely that the IRA will be distributed to your 
estate, which can often lead to negative tax situations for beneficiaries. 

If you leave your IRA to your “estate,” then the death 
distributions will be limited. For example, if you die before you 
are required to take mandatory distributions (age 72), your IRA 
will be distributed to your estate over a five-year period. 
 
Remember that any distributions from an IRA account (after age 
59 ½) are subject to ordinary income taxes. Distributions prior 
to age 59 ½ are subject to ordinary income taxes, plus an early 
distribution penalty up to 10% of the amount.
 
Leaving an IRA to a surviving spouse allows the spouse to treat 
the IRA as his or her own. No income taxes will be required, and 
the spouse will take required mandatory distributions over his or 
her life expectancy. 

If you name a non-spouse as a beneficiary under an IRA 
(example: a child, relative, friend), they will be required to 
withdraw the entire account within a ten (10) year period).  
This is a major change thanks to the SECURE Act of 2020. 

Naming a trust as the beneficiary of an IRA is possible; however, 
the trust needs to be drafted by a qualified estate planning 
attorney to make sure the distributions from the IRA are most 
effective from an income tax perspective. 

If you are charitably inclined, an IRA is a perfect asset to leave to a 
charity because the non-profit will receive the IRA free of income taxes. 

It’s a good practice to confirm and review the IRA beneficiary designations every two years. IRAs can have complicated 
distribution rules and substantial tax implications for those who inherit them. 
 

In August, the Senate passed a bi-partisan infrastructure bill targeting transportation. Congress would like to tie the 
Senate bill to their large $3.5 trillion infrastructure bill that includes many social programs. Given the size of both bills 
together, there is the risk that nothing will get accomplished.

To pay for various spending programs, without any motivation to reduce the massive federal budget deficit, the House 
Ways and Means Committee has introduced numerous tax law changes. The proposals are targeted towards high-net-
worth individuals and to close various loopholes. Generally, the proposals are far less than many feared. Of interest to 
investors, high-income earners may see the higher capital gains tax rate nudge from 20% to 25% and the loss of step-up 
basis on death has been excluded so far. Keep in mind, none of the tax proposals are laws yet, so we will be monitoring 
the situation. At this point, its best to make investment decisions on economics, not potential tax law changes.

n Why It Is Important to Carefully Choose Your IRA Beneficiaries

n The Real Infrastructure Bill Looks Good, But Will it Pass?

n Potential Tax Rates to Be Nudged Higher
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House: 
Increase the top tax rate from 37% to 39.6% for married 
couples with taxable income that exceeds $450,000 and 
single individuals who earn more than $400,000.

Increase top capital gains tax rate from 20% to 25%. 

Impose a new surtax of 3% to those with an adjusted 
gross income of more than $5 million.

Impose a graduated tax rate structure for corporations. 
18% on the first $400,000, 21% on income more than 
$400,000, 21% on income up to $5 million; and 26.5% 
on income more than $5 million.  

For companies that do business in foreign jurisdictions, 
an increase from 10.5% to 16.6% tax on corporate 
foreign earnings. 

Senate:
Carried interest is no longer a loophole and won’t be 
considered a return on investment. Hedge fund and 
private equity managers will be required to report it as 
income, thus taxed as ordinary income. 

Reduce the estate tax exemption from $11.7 million to 
$3.5 million and increase the estate tax rates from 45% 
to 65%. 

Other:
State and Local Tax (“SALT”) cap has yet to be 
mentioned. Currently, the maximum deduction of 
state and local income, sales tax and property taxes is 
limited to $10,000 for married couples and $5,000 for 
single filers. We anticipate that the SALT issue is being 
debated in the inner circles of Washington. 

n Discussed Tax Law Changes Target Wealthy Individuals, Corporations

Within the past month, a new member has joined our 
firm. If you have recently visited our office, you may 
have met our new employee. If not, we would like 
to introduce Mr. Tuxedo “Tux.” Elicha met Tux while 
volunteering at the Naples Cat Alliance, a non-profit 
dedicated to assist homeless cats. Tux was originally 
intended to be a temporary foster kitty; however, his 
lovable demeanor warmed his way into our hearts, and 
to return him to the shelter was unimaginable. 

When Tux first arrived at the office, he didn’t have a 
given name. Jennifer observed that his white markings 
on his neck, belly, and paws, made him appear to 
be wearing a tuxedo complete with a white tie and 
cummerbund, so Tuxedo is a perfect name for him. 

Originally from a home of over 200 cats, Tux is 
adjusting well to his new life in a quiet and intellectually 
stimulating environment. He is a quick study and is 
learning the basics of finance and investing. He loves 
to be the center of attention for those walking by and 
enjoys having his photograph taken. Tux takes his 
position very seriously and arrives to work every day as 
a sharply dressed man. He looks forward to meeting our 
clients and friends of the firm. 

Tux hasn’t forgotten his friends at the Naples Cat 
Alliance, and encourages people to consider fostering 
or permanently adopting a cat to open their home for a 
loving environment. 

n New Addition to Our Team, Tux

Disclosures: Andrew Hill Investment Advisors, Inc. is registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and 
only transacts business in states where it is properly notice filed, or is excluded or exempted from such requirements. SEC registration does not 
constitute an endorsement of the firm by the Commission nor does it indicate that the adviser has attained a particular level of skill or ability. 
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2021 marked an epic time in history with the FDA 
approving Covid-19 (“Covid”) vaccinations which put 
our federal government in full gear by providing all 
Americans the opportunity of immunity against the 
pandemic. Covid is currently the leading cause of 
deaths. 1 in 8 Americans are at risk of contracting the 
virus, with approximately 134,036 cases detected per 
day. As of September 16, 2021, the number of both 
confirmed and presumptive positive cases reached 41.3 
million. Among reported cases 666,000 were fatal. (New 
York Times)

173 million Americans have taken advantage and 
received the shots. The distribution of available shots 
unfortunately isn’t falling within the guidelines of health 
equality. The Covid-19 pandemic has brough social 
and racial injustice to the forefront of public health. 
Minorities are at a higher risk of contracting the virus. 
Many studies place African-Americans, and Latinos in 
the highest category of Covid-19 death rates. In reality, 
Native Americans have an infection rate over 3.5 times 
higher than non-Hispanic whites and are over four times 
more likely to be hospitalized as a result of Covid-19.

Vaccinated people are 10 times less likely to be 
admitted to the hospital and five times less likely to 
be infected. Those who are vaccinated have greatly 
diminished the dire effects of the virus giving them a 1 in 
13,402 chance of contracting the virus a second time. 

Yes, it is possible to contract the virus after being 
fully vaccinated. There are over 2,000 fully vaccinated 

n The Economics of Covid-19 and Vaccines 
individuals who have succumbed to the deadly 
virus. These rare cases are minimal compared to the 
unvaccinated people who are 16.6 times greater to 
contract the virus and 11 times more likely to die from it. 

Hospitals nationwide, particularly Florida, Tennessee 
and Texas are at full capacity. 95% of patients who 
are hospitalized for Covid did not receive the vaccine 
and deplete medical services for other patients and 
contribute to the increased expense of health insurance. 
According to Healthcare Finance, the medical cost of 
a Covid-19 patient ranges from $51,000 to $78,000 
based on age. Hospitalization charges for patients under 
20 years old with insurance averaged about $68,261. 
For people over 60 years old, that figure was about 
$77,323. The inflation of health expenses can easily 
be avoided by a free vaccination. As we all are aware, 
nothing is free. Most recently the Congressional Budget 
Office reported that the BARDA (Biomedical Research 
and Development Authority) has foot the bill of $19.3 
billion on vaccine developments. Pfizer brought in 
$3.5 million in revenue in the first three month of 2021, 
nearly a quarter of its total revenue. Moderna also 
boosted its full-year forecast of vaccine sales of $19.2 
million, which lifted the biotech company to its first-ever 
quarterly profit. Given the economic cost of carrying for 
the unvaccinated and the loss of hospital revenue from 
other medical procedures, economic collateral damage, 
vaccines are a wise economic investment. This is a 
milestone for a healthcare company that burst into the 
spotlight last year as it rapidly developed the vaccine 
and is held in many client portfolios with a tolerance  
for risk. 

Selected Vaccination Rates Around the Globe
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